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Introduction

A linac with di↵erent design criteria than the nominal ESS linac, May 2012 baseline, is designed
with the purpose of shortening the overall length of the linac. This note will cover the design
criteria used in this unconventional linac, that uses the maximum power per cavity which beam
can absorb.
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The Full Power Linac

To save on linac length and number of components a new linac is studied. This linac does not
respect all the known rules of thumb that have been used in the previous designs of the ESS. The
ESS linacs have always been designed to respect the following rules:
• Phase advance per focusing period smaller than 90
• Phase advance per meter varies smoothly.
• Tune depression in all the three planes stay above 0.4.
In this design the second condition is not satisfied as a choice. Of course this causes a discontinuity
in the average focusing forces which will inevitable cause some emittance growth.

2.1

Longitudinal setting

A simple phase law is chosen for this linac, the synchronous phase stays constant at
the spokes,

20 along the medium

cavities and

15 along the high

25 along

cavities. Synchronous

phase of few cavities at each transition is adjusted for improved longitudinal matching across the
transitions. The power per cavity is limited to 900 kW and that is the only limit on the power
available to the beam. The accelerating gradients in spokes, medium

and high

cavities are

8 MV/m, 14.92 MV/m, and 18.37 MV/m respectively. One should remember that since transit
time factor is a function of velocity the energy gain and hence the power absorbed by beam is also
a function of velocity and is not a constant.
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Figure 1: Synchronous phase (left) and power to the beam per cavity (right).

2.2

Transverse setting

A simple scheme is chosen for the transverse plane too, however, the continuity of the transverse
focusing forces is respected in this case. The transverse phase advance at the beginning of each
section is set to 85 per period and in each section it is lowered linearly to match the phase advance
per meter of the downstream structure at transition.

Figure 2: Phase advance per transverse period (left) and per meter (right). Longitudinal: green,
horizontal:red, vertical: blue.

2.3

Inventory

This layout uses 14 cryomodules in spoke section, 15 cryomodules in the medium
26 cryo modules in the high
spokes and medium
geometric betas,

g,

section and

section. There is one Linac Warm Unit, LWU, per cryomodule in

sections and one per every second cryomodule in the high

section. The

of the cavities are the same as the nominal linac (0.50, 0.67, 0.92). This linac

brings the beam to 2.5 GeV using 4 less cryo modules (16 less cavities).
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Figure 3: Energy increase along the SC linac.
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Simulation

This simple linac is designed using the code GenLin from CEA suit of codes and the multiparticle
simulations are performed using the code TraceWin, from the same suit of codes. The input beam
is the output of DTL and has 100, 00 macro-particles, space charge e↵ects are included using the
PICNIC, 3D model and the mesh size is 103 and the number of calculations are limited to 25 per
· , where

is the reduced velocity and

is the wavelength. The input and output beams are

shown in Fig 4.

Figure 4: Beam projection in phase space and real space, left: input, right: output.

3.1

Results

The beam quality is not perserved as good as in the nominal ESS linac, and since the cavities are
running at full power this layout is less risk intolerant. The following plots show the beam envelopes
in the horizontal, vertical and longitudinal plane, as well as emittance and halo parameter along
iii

the linac.

Figure 5: RMS horizontal, (top), vertical (middle) and longitudinal (bottom) beam extent along
the SC linac.
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Summary

A linac is designed which brings the beam to the desired energy using less cavities than the nominal
linac. However, the beam is diluted during acceleration and sudden emittance increase happens at
the transition between spokes and medium section. This phenomenon could lead to additional
halo growth and probable losses in case of errors. In addition running all the cavities at maximum
voltage reduces the reliability of the accelerator.
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Figure 6: RMS normalized emittance (left) and 99% normalized emittance (right). Longitudinal:
green, horizontal:red, vertical: blue.

Figure 7: Halo parameter (right) and Tune depression along the SC linac (left) . Longitudinal:
green, horizontal:red, vertical: blue.
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Further studies

The sensitivity of this linac should be tested against realistic errors and the results should be
compared to the nominal ESS linac. That would give a better understanding of the risk associated
with this change.
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